
 

 

   

  

 Unified Security monitoring and analysis platform makes XProtect the ideal head-end. 

 All Access Control events are time synchronized with your networks video surveillance system. 

 Real-time onscreen access control activity provides pop-up alerts when user defined events occur. 

 Powerful Hypermedia Search Engine links all text received with all stored surveillance video. 

 All badge swipes and access control system level events are stored and searchable. 

 User defined real-time event notifications can be sent as Email and SMS alerts via generic events.  

 Export search engine table as CSV files   

 Report Manger spreadsheet provides a simple one-click selection of an event bringing up detailed 

parameters of the event along with the associated video(s). 

 Export recorded video evidence directly from the Report Manager’s audit entry table. 
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Export video of events using Video DB Export tool.  

Qualify your search with 

equal to, not equal to, 

contains, etc.  
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Select search parameter 

from drop down tab.  

Use full or partial keywords 

from metadata to setup the 

search.  

 

Once your search 

parameters are defined 

select view to present 

results in table.  

Setup your spread sheet 

columns using either 

default settings or add or 

delete columns. 

Add new columns to your 

spread sheet using drop 

down menu.  

Select Download to 

export data in CSV format 

to a spread sheet where 

you can create a visual 

representation of the 

data.  

Filter your search by adding 

multiple keywords.  

Hypermedia Search Engine finds events and recalls the associated video 

Report Manger provides results of audit investigations based on user 

defined Rules, user defined Pop-up comments and allows annotation of 

audit status of events. 

Alert Manager adds Pop-Up events to push 

alerts to the client in real time and puts 

operator’s comments into the Audit table. 

Playback video of the event, add alternate camera views if needed 

and set status of event all from the audit entry table. 
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